Abstract. We investigate travelling solitary waves in the 1D Salerno model, which interpolates between the cubic discrete nonlinear Schrödinger (DNLS) equation and the integrable Ablowitz-Ladik (AL) model. In a travelling frame the model becomes an advance delay equation to which we analyse existence of homoclinic orbits to the rest state. The method of beyond all orders asymptotics is used to compute the so-called Stokes constant that measures the splitting of the stable and unstable manifolds. Through computing zeros of the Stokes constant, we find that there exists a number of solution families for parameter values between the DNLS and AL limits of the Salerno model. Using a pseudo-spectral method, we numerically continue these solution families and show that their parameters approach the curves of the zero level of the Stokes constant as the soliton amplitude approaches zero. An interesting topological structure of solutions occurs in parameter space. As the AL limit is approached solutions sheets of single-hump solutions undergo folds and become double-hump solitons. Numerical simulation suggest the single-humps to be stable and to interact almost inelastically.
1. Introduction. The existence of localised travelling waves in discrete nonlinear Schrödinger (DNLS) lattices has recently received a lot of attention (see e.g [7] ). This is largely due to the experimental realisation of solitons in discrete media, such as waveguide arrays [3] and optically induced photorefractive crystals [8] . The prototypical equation that emerges from these models is the DNLS equation with some nonlinear term f , of the form iu n (t) = u n+1 (t) − 2u n (t) + u n−1 (t) h 2 + f (u n+1 (t), u n (t), u n−1 (t)).
(1.1)
Finding travelling solitons which move without shedding any radiation, that is homoclinic orbits to the rest state in a moving frame, is a very delicate problem. Analysing travelling solutions with small wavespeed that bifurcate from the stationary solutions is problematic, as moving into the travelling frame introduces a large number of resonances in the spectrum of the linear operator which give rise to radiation modes. To minimise the number of these radiation modes it is necessary to look for solutions that travel with a finite wavespeed [12] , that is in an appropriate region of parameter space where the minimum wavespeed is bounded away from zero. However, posing the DNLS in a travelling frame gives rise to a differential advance-delay equation which is notoriously hard to analyse. Recent progress in this area has been made by developing a Melnikov method around existing solution families [16] or by using a pseudo-spectral method to transform the advance-delay equation into a large system of algebraic equations [2, 13] . Alternatively, looking for small-amplitude (but non-zero wavespeed) solutions bifurcating from the rest state involves computation of the so-called Stokes constants [20] in the method of beyond all orders asymptotics which measure the splitting of the stable and unstable manifolds. This problem was considered in [14] for the DNLS with a saturable nonlinear term, where a number of zeros of the Stokes constant were found for a sufficiently large saturation parameter. This paper concerns derivation and computation of the Stokes constant for the Salerno model [19] with the nonlinear function
The Salerno model is a DNLS equation which interpolates between the cubic DNLS model [11] at α = 0 and the integrable Ablowitz-Ladik (AL) model [1] at α = 1. The Salerno model was also derived from the Gross-Pitaevskii equation for Bose-Einstein condensates with magnetic momentum [10] . It is well known [17] that no single-humped localised travelling waves exist in the DNLS with pure cubic nonlinearity, α = 0, because single-humped solitons are surrounded by non-decaying oscillatory tails. However, models with an exceptional discretisation of the cubic term in the DNLS equation often support localised travelling waves. These include the AL lattice [9] and the translationally invariant lattice derived in [15] . The Salerno model has a two-parameter family of exact travelling solitary wave solutions at α = 1 corresponding to the AL lattice, however, these solutions do not persist for α = 1 away from the integrable limit [9] ; this result has been confirmed using a Melnikov method in [16] . However, further numerical results in [16] suggest that the Salerno model can still support travelling solutions for some α = 1 far from the integrable limit. The existence of travelling waves in the Salerno model for α ∈ (0, 1) is the subject of this paper. The paper is set out as follows. In Section 2 we derive a regular asymptotic solution to the Salerno model. Although this solution is correct to all orders of the asymptotic expansion, it does not capture the radiation tails as these terms are exponentially small in the bifurcation parameter and hence lie beyond all orders of the expansion. In Section 3 we use the method of beyond-all-order asymptotics (see [14] , [20] and references therein) to analytically continue the expansion into the complex plane where the asymptotic expansion blows up. The Stokes constants measure the residue coefficients of the singular part of the beyond-all-order terms corresponding to the splitting between stable and unstable manifolds. Section 4 deals with computation of the Stokes constant in the region of parameter space where there is only one radiation mode. We find that for suitable parameter values there exist a number of zeros corresponding to travelling wave solutions to the Salerno model. Using a pseudo-spectral method [6, 5] in Section 5, we compute the travelling solitons and show that their parameters approach the curves for the zero level of the Stokes constant as the soliton amplitude is reduced. Finally, we sum up our conclusions and discuss open problems in Section 6.
2. Regular Asymptotic Expansion. Taking equation (1.1) we look for travelling solutions of the form
where ω is the temporal frequency and c is the wavespeed of the travelling solutions. Moving into the travelling frame z = hn + 2ct ∈ R gives the differential advance-delay equation,
where f is given by (1.2) for the Salerno model. We are interested in localised solutions to (2.1), i.e. modes for which φ(z) → 0 as z → ±∞. It is convenient to use the transformation of variables, 2) and the parameterization
where κ ∈ R + and β ∈ [0, 2π]. Substitution of (2.2)-(2.3) into (2.1) gives an equation for Φ(Z) in the form
where we have used that f is a homogeneous cubic polynomial. Bifurcations of traveling wave solutions may occur in the limit κ → 0 [17] . The curve κ = 0 gives a boundary of the existence domain on the (ω, c)-plane shown in Figure  2 .1. We call the equation in the form (2.4) as the outer equation for the bifurcation. We now seek to form a regular asymptotic expansion of the outer equation in powers of κ. The advance and delay terms are expanded as a Taylor series,
while the nonlinear function f is expanded as
We seek an outer asymptotic expansion for Φ(Z) of the form
which has a real-valued solution
if S ∈ R. The region of parameter space for which this holds, bounded by the curves β = 
.2. Parameter regions, for which solution (2.5) is real-valued (white) and complex-valued (shaded).
At the next order, O(κ 3 ), we obtain a linear inhomogeneous equation for a real-valued Φ 1 (Z) in the form
where
is an even function on R, while the righthand-side of (2.6) is an odd function on R, a unique odd solution exists for Φ 1 (Z), in fact in the explicit form
sech(Z) tanh(Z). Note that this term is zero for the AL lattice (α = 1), as an exact solution of the differential advance-delay equation (2.4) with α = 1 exists in the form Φ = Φ 0 (Z) = sech(Z).
To compute the solution to higher orders, O(κ n ) for n ≥ 4, we have to solve a system of inhomogeneous linear equations separately in odd and even orders of n:
is a polynomial function of the lower order terms. It is easy to check that g 2k (Z) is even on R, while g 2k+1 (Z) is odd on R. Since L + Φ 0 = 0 and L − Φ = 0, where Φ (Z) is odd on R and Φ 0 (Z) is even on R, respectively, there exists a unique solution of the linear inhomogeneous equations (2.7) in the space of even functions for Φ 2k (Z) and odd functions for Φ 2k+1 (Z). Therefore, the asymptotic expansion for Φ(Z) can be computed up to any order of κ. However, this expansion does not capture the behavior of the oscillatory tail as its amplitude is exponentially small as κ → 0 and hence the oscillatory tail lies beyond all orders of the asymptotic expansion.
3. Beyond All Orders Asymptotic Expansion. The radiation tail to a traveling wave solution may appear in the solution to the outer equation (2.4) only beyond all orders of the asymptotic expansion in powers of κ. By analysing the outer expansion near to a singularity in the complex Z plane and by rescaling dependent and independent variables with the blow-up technique [20] , the amplitude of the radiation tail can be measured at the leading-order approximation. The leading order term of the outer expansion, Φ 0 (Z) = Ssech (Z), has its first singularity at Z = iπ 2 . Therefore, we take
where ζ ∈ C and θ = ψ. The change of coordinates leads to a system of equations, which is called inner equations for bifurcation of traveling wave solutions,
Solutions to the system of inner equations are expanded in powers of κ as
Note that we are interested in the limit κ → 0 and therefore we will need to solve these equations to the leading order only [20] . By continuing the inner asymptotic expansion, we shall use the inverse power series for
ζ n . Substituting these inverse power series into the system of equations gives at leading order,
which has a symmetric solution a 1 = b 1 = −iS. This solution corresponds to the leading-order term in the expansion of Φ 0 (Z) = Ssech(Z) with Z = κζ + iπ 2 as κ → 0. We shall now consider the convergence of the inverse power series for ψ 0 (ζ) and θ 0 (ζ). First, by substituting θ 0 (ζ) = e −pζ into the second equation of the leading-order system of inner equations with G ≡ 0, we define the dispersion relation in the form [17] , in this situation the radiation modes do not appear as beyond all orders terms but instead only a third-order differential equation needs to be solved. We are interested in the existence of solutions away from this special point, when the radiation modes are beyond all orders. If β = π 2 , then p = 0 is a double root of D(p; β) and there also exists a varying number of imaginary roots, p ∈ iR, depending upon the value of β. If β ∈ (0, π) (that is c > 0), there are finitely many roots p ∈ iR for any value of β. Let p = ik 0 be the smallest root of D(p; β) on the imaginary axis, moreover k 0 is the only non-zero root on the imaginary axis for β ∈ (β 0 , β 1 ), where β 0 ≈ π 13 and β 1 ≈ 13π 14 , see Figure 2 .1. A symmetric root p = −ik 0 exists forD(p; β). Owing to the resonance caused by the roots p = ±ik 0 , the solution to the system of inner equations could have an oscillatory tail as | Re(ζ)| → ∞, therefore we now consider a linearisation around the inverse power series for ψ 0 (ζ) and θ 0 (ζ). To accommodate both cases k 0 > 0 and k 0 < 0, we write
where the exponential term e −i|k 0 |ζ = e
describes the beyond all orders effects as the term e
is exponentially small as κ → 0 + . The coefficient Γ is a measure of the amplitude of the oscillatory tail so that a localised solution exists only if Γ = 0. Substituting (3.6) into the system of inner equations at the leading order and truncating the nonlinear terms to O(ζ −3 ) gives a linearized system forψ(ζ) andθ(ζ) in the form
Using a Laurent expansion forψ(ζ) andθ(ζ) with some integer exponent r, yet to be determined,
the linearized system (3.7) can be solved at each successive power of r, giving for theψ(ζ) equation:
and for theθ(ζ) equation: To avoid the trivial solution, we normalize η 1 = 1, choose r = 0, and obtain therefore unique values for the coefficients of the power series, e.g.
The solution so far is:
As a result, the role of componentsψ(ζ) and θ(ζ) is swapped, compared to the previous solution (3.8)-(3.9) for β < π 2 . We will develop explicit formalism for the case β < π 2 , leaving the other case for a reader's exercise. The system of inner equations for ψ 0 (ζ) and θ 0 (ζ) can be reformulated as a system of integral equations using the Borel-Laplace transform [20] :
−pζ dp, θ 0 (ζ) = γ W (p)e −pζ dp, (3.10) which gives
Here the star represents the convolution operator defined by 12) where the integration is performed along a curve from the origin to the point p in the complex plane. Now consider two solutions {ψ
} which lie on the stable and unstable manifolds respectively such that , therefore the amplitude of the oscillatory tail Γ would be zero and a localised travelling wave would exist. However, as mentioned previously, there is at least one resonance p = i|k 0 | on the positive imaginary axis (we ignore the singularities which have Re(p) = 0 as it is always possible to define γ s and γ u to lie above these points) and so deformation of the integration contours lead to a residue contribution around the singularity at p = i|k 0 |, see Figure 3 . Apart from the double root at p = 0, p = ik 0 is the only root on the positive imaginary axis for β 0 < β < β 1 and all other roots are bounded away from Re(p) = 0. Let us now put into correspondence the behaviour of the leading order terms ψ 0 (ζ) and θ 0 (ζ) as given by (3.9) and the poles of V (p) and W (p). To generate the expansion (3.9), the functions V (p) and W (p) must be of the form 14) where the logarithmic terms arise from the terms O(ζ −m )e −i|k 0 |ζ with m ≥ 1. The constant Γ is referred to as the Stokes constant for p = i|k 0 |. Only if the constant Γ is zero, may there exist a homoclinic orbit to the rest state, and therefore there may exist a localised travelling wave. All other singular terms in the expansion (3.14) are subordinate to the simple pole with the residue coefficient Γ. The inverse power series in ζ for ψ 0 (ζ) and θ 0 (ζ) become the power series expansions in p for V (p) and W (p), 15) which converges in the neighborhood of the origin. The power series (3.15), however, diverges as p → i|k 0 |, where it should recover the pole singularity of the solution (3.14), according to the matching condition
The Stokes constant is hence given by
We shall use this formula for numerical computations of the Stokes constant.
Computation of the Stokes constant.
We will now compute the Stokes constant by computing the limit (3.17). Since we consider power series solutions (3.15) of the system of integral equations (3.11), we expand the dispersion relation D(p; β) as a power series
The convolution operator for power series solutions (3.15) becomes
Substituting (3.15), (4.1) and (4.2) into system (3.11) gives a power series in p that can be solved for each value of n to give coefficients (V n , W n ) in terms of the preceding coefficients {(V m , W m ), 0 ≤ m < n}. The first two terms of the power series (3.15) are
.
Obtaining a good approximation for coefficients V n and W n , when n is large, is computationally difficult owing to V n and W n becoming either very large or very small in the large n limit. To improve the performance of the numerical computations, it is advantageous to normalise the coefficients by using the limit (3.17). Since the symmetry of equations implies that W (p) = V (−p), see [14] , we use the substitution
3)
, and convert the system of integral equations (3.11) into a scalar recurrence equation for the unknown real-valued coefficients τ n . The Stokes constant, denoted finally by K(α; β), is now given by
We note that this formula is valid for β < 
It is clear that equation (4.5) is non-singular for all n ≥ 1 provided that cos(β) = 0 (that is β = π 2 ). At β = π/2, k 0 = 0 and radiation modes are not exponentially small as κ → 0 as shown in [17] . We shall consider the Stokes constant only for β ∈ β 0 , π 2 ∪ π 2 , β 1 , since for β < β 0 and β > β 1 , the pair p = ±ik 0 does not give all roots of the dispersion relation on the imaginary axis. As a result, finding a simple zero of K(α; β) in these intervals is not sufficient for predicting bifurcations of a truly localised solution as we would also have to compute the Stokes constants for other modes corresponding to other eigenvalues on the imaginary axis.
In the case of the AL lattice (α = 1), there exists an explicit travelling wave solution for all values of β and as mentioned in Section 2 this solution is captured by the first term of the asymptotic expansion, Φ 0 (Z) = sech(Z). Therefore we would expect that K(1; β) ≡ 0 for all β. Setting α = 1 gives τ 0 = S = 1 and τ 1 = 0. If we assume that τ 1 = τ 2 = ... = τ n−1 = 0 then a direct computation shows that τ n is given by
if n is even, Since for α = 1, τ 0 = 1 then the right hand side of (4.6) is equal to 0 and so τ n = 0 if τ 1 = ... = τ n−1 = 0. Therefore, indeed K(1; β) ≡ 0 for all values of β. Equation (4.5) is computed numerically for a large value of n for fixed values of parameters (α, β) giving a good approximation to the Stokes constant. We are interested in the behaviour of K(α; β) as α and β are varied. First, let us consider the two limiting cases: the cubic DNLS model with α = 0, where we expect the Stokes constant to be non-zero for all β, and the integrable AL model with α = 1, where we have shown that τ n = 0 for all n ≥ 1. These two models will give us a good check on the validity of the numerical code and are shown in Figure 4 .1. The results agree with our predictions. Indeed results of [14, 17] show that no single-humped localised travelling waves exist in the cubic discrete NLS model, while a two-parameter family of travelling wave solutions is known for the AL model. Now we consider the intermediate values α ∈ (0, 1). If α < 0.5 then Figure 2 .2 suggests that the computations must be restricted to the domain β ∈ (β 0 , π/2), where Φ 0 ∈ R. [16] where a travelling wave was found numerically for α = 0.7 and β = 0.875π.
Numerical computation of travelling waves.
The existence of a zero of the Stokes constant K(α; β) predicts a possible bifurcation of a travelling soliton, so we confirm here this prediction by finding localised solutions to the differential advance-delay equation (2.4) . In addition, we test stability of localized solutions by direct numerical integration of the DNLS equation (1.1).
Localized solutions of the differential advanced-delay equation.
To find localised solutions to the differential advance-delay equation (2.4) and to continue them as parameters vary, we use the method we have developed in earlier papers [12, 13, 16] based upon the earlier work of [2, 5, 6] . Specifically, a pseudo-spectral method is used to compute a numerical solution by extending Φ(Z) into a periodic function over a large finite domain (−L/2, L/2),
The differential advance-delay equation (2.4) is then decomposed into a large system of 2N + 2 algebraic equations posed on the collocation points Z i = N +1) ). This system is solved by using a Powell-hybrid method [18] and a localised solution, if it exists, is continued numerically in parameter space using AUTO [4] . By using an appropriate signed measure of the radiation tail amplitude, ∆ = Im(Φ(L/2)), based upon the symmetry of the periodic function, travelling localised solutions can be found as regular zeros of ∆, see [13] . Figures 5.1 (a,b) show the correspondence between zeros of the Stokes constant K(α; β), where there are four distinct zeros for κ = 0, and zeros of ∆, where there are two zeros for κ = 0.5, in the case α = 0.65. The discrepancy in the number of zeros between the Stokes constant calculations and the pseudo-spectral computations is due to the fact that some of zeros of K(α; β) move to the domain β > β 1 ≈ 13π 14
for non-zero values of κ and hence do not generate bifurcations of non-trivial zeros of ∆. We would expect the zeros of ∆ to approach the zeros of K(α; β) as κ is reduced towards zero. However, since κ is a measure of the amplitude and width of the localised solution, continuing the solutions of the differential advancedelay equation (2.4) for small κ is a problematic computation as the solution becomes broad and has a small amplitude in this limit. It is a much easier task to compute continuation curves for a fixed non-zero value of κ in the (α, β)-plane and reduce the value of κ. Such continuations for non-zero κ are shown in Figure 5 .2 (a). Also plotted in that figure is the line corresponding to the first (highest β) zero of K(α; β) which can be seen to approach the point (α, β) = (1, iβn . Figure 5 .5 shows the simulation of the single-and double-humped solutions for κ = 0.5 and α = 0.8 across a lattice of N=800 sites centered initially on site n=400, where in all plots coloured areas signify non-zero amplitudes. It can be seen that the solitary waves remain localised throughout the duration of the simulation.
The stability of the solitary waves can be investigated by introducing a perturbation to the initial profile of the form µu n (0) where u n (0) is the unperturbed initial profile and µ = 1. perturbed single-and multi-humped solutions is shown in Figure 5 .6, we note that qualitatively similar results are observed for all other branches, with the single-humped solutions appearing stable and the multi-humped solutions unstable.
Collisions between two solutions for the same α values are shown in Figure 5 .7 for a symmetric collision, between a single-humped solution and its reflected image. The collision is seen to be highly elastic with the motion of the solitons almost unaffected by the collision, although there is a slight variation in the amplitude of the solitons after collision. An asymmetric collision between a single-humped solution and a reflected multi-humped solution is shown in Figure 5 .8. Here the effect of the collision is much greater with the multi-humped solution (travelling in the negative n direction) exhibiting a slowly decaying amplitude (panel (b)) whilst the single-humped solution exhibits a rapidly varying amplitude.
6. Conclusion. We have analysed the existence of localised travelling waves (homoclinic orbits to the rest state) in the Salerno model by computing zeros of the Stokes constant and homoclinic orbits of the differential advanceddelay equation. Branches of zeros of the Stokes constant were found to converge to the point (α, β) = (1, π 2 ), which corresponds to the integrable AL lattice. Branches of travelling waves solutions were found along continuous curves in the (α, β)-plane. All solution families with non-zero values of κ were found not to intersect with the family of traveling wave solutions of the AL lattice. This result agrees with the Melnikov integral analysis [16] which states that the family of AL solutions at β = π 2 does not persist away from the limit α = 1 for any finite value of κ. We have also shown that existence curves for solutions of the differential advance-delay equation approach curves for zeros of the Stokes constant as κ gets smaller. To our knowledge, this is the first time that the relationship between computation of Stokes constants and numerical solutions using a pseudo-spectral method has been illustrated; in particular this gives us valuable insight into the topology of the solution space. Branches of multi-humped solutions are also found for κ = 0, which are not predicted through analysis of the Stokes constants alone. The family of multi-humped solitons join the branch of single-humped solutions at a fold point that approaches the value β = π 2 as κ → 0. The topology of the travelling waves in κ, β, α is interesting; there exists a number of solution 'sheets' nested one behind another that contain both single-and double-humped solutions joined by a fold for some value of β ≤ π 2 . The single-humped solutions only exist for α > 0.5, at least for finite κ, and are therefore separated from the cubic DNLS limit α = 0. The multi-humped solutions extend to the cubic DNLS limit. The solution sheets intersect the family of AL solutions only at the point (κ, β, α) = (0, π 2 , 1) and are distinctly separate from the AL solutions at all other points.
Although we have shown the existence of travelling solutions in the Salerno model, there still remains the question of a full analysis of the stability and interactions of solutions. Our preliminary numerical computations show stability of single-humped traveling waves which have near-elastic collisions whilst multi-humped waves appear unstable. The question of whether there are an infinite or finite number of solutions sheets is also of interest. So far we have found four branches of solutions but it is highly likely that, in common with the DNLS with saturable nonlinearity [13] , branches of solutions would become closer together and be numerically indistinct from each other as some limit is approached in the (α, β)-plane.
